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Introduction. The importance of elliptic complexes has been increasing in
analytic topology and other branches of mathematics. (cf. [4],[5],[10]). But there

are some geometric objects which can not be elliptic complexes. For example,
if E is a (differentiable) vector bundle over a smooth manifold X with cotangent

bundle T", then taking a covariant derivation D of E, we have the following
series

DD DD

l'(E) ‑‑‑‑‑‑> r (EopT;i:) ‑‑> r(E(g)A2T*) ‑ ･･･ ‑‑‑‑>l‑(EopA,iT*)

where r(F) means the space of smooth sections of I7, APT" is the p‑th exterior
product of T*. ([6]), Since DD==e, the curvature farm of E, we know that this
series can not be a differential complex unless E is induced from a representation

of ni(X) in a linear group. ([2],[9]>. But since we know the symbol acD) of Dis

given by
a(D){ff"(6)(x, ?)} = rr"<E)(x, ?). z'(v),

xEX, rpET"., the .fibre of T* at x,

the symbol sequence

a(D) ff(D) a(D)

O ‑‑> n"(E) ‑ z'"(Eop T")‑ ･‑････ ‑ rt"(E(E9A'iT*) ‑> O,

of the above series is exact. From this, we can deduce some conclusions. For
example, denoting D" and O* the formal adjoints ofD and e, the operators
D+D:it : =n(E(g)A2PT*) ‑> =F(Eop A2P+iTmp),

P20 020
I] = DD*+D*D : = r(E(E9APT*) ‑)b :I:i] l"(E(g)APT*),

O ‑ (D+･D*)(D+D*‑)

'

p. p

‑: [)+e+e* :=1"(EopAPT*) ‑‑>=r(EopAPT*),

pp
'
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are all elliptic in the sense of Atiyah‑Singer if E is a complex vector bundle.

Moreover, if X is a compact oriented manifold, Atiyah‑Singer's inclex theorem
shows that
rc.(ch(E)) == the analytic index of (D+D'k),

rc.(ch(E)) == j.exp. (e/2rtV‑1 ), tf E is an IIermitian vector

bundle and D = O,
where rc.(c), cEH:"(X) is the value of c on the fundamental class XL (cf. [3], [4], [6]).

Taking the above series as the guiding model, we define an elliptic semi‑
Definition. Let, Ei,.. . ,E. be (dbỳlerentiable) vector bundles over a smooth mani‑

fold X, then the series

r(E,>LIZ9'>r(E,)L'････‑･tt'r(E,.), .
Di is a linear dipClerental oPerator for each i,
is called an elliPtic semi‑comPlex if its symbol sequence

fi

a(Do) a(Di) a(D,."i)

O ‑)pt n'(Eo)‑ n"(Ei) ‑‑> ････‑･ ‑ n"(E.) ‑> O,
zs exact.

We denote an elliptic semi‑complex by {r(Ei), D,}. As usual, two elliptic
semi‑complexes {r(Ei),Di} and {P(Ei'), Di'} are called equivalent if there are
bundle maps hi:Ei ‑>Ei',i=O, ..., m, such that the following two diagrams are
commutatlve.

Do Di Dm‑i

1"(Eo) ‑‑‑)b I'(Ei) ‑ '''''' ‑ I"(E.)

he:'l hi"J , hm"l
Do'

Dlt

Pm‑lt

r(E,') ‑‑‑> r(E,,) ‑‑> ･･････ ‑‑> r<E.'),

'
a(Do) a(Di)
O =). n"(Ee) >z*(Ei) ‑‑‑> ･･･‑･･
x"(he)S
.*(hi)S

o(Dm‑D '
‑ z'i:(E.) ‑> O
.*(hm) It

a(Do') a(Di') a(D.hi')

O‑>rr'(Eo') ‑z"(Ei') ‑･･････ ‑‑>rt"(E.')‑O.
Definition. if {r(2ICi),Di, i= O,1,･･････,m} is an elliPtic semi‑comPlex, then m is

called
its length. .
We denote the chern character of the difference bundle
d(z*(Eo), ･‑････, rt'ts(E.), a(Po), ･･････, a(D.‑i)) by .･...

ch (d(n*(Eo), ･･････, rr"(E.,), a(De), ･･････,a(D,..i)>. We also denote the Thom isomorphism
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from H:"(T(T'ic)) to ll"(X), where T(T') is the Thom complex of T", by ￠. Then
we define (c￡ [3],[4]),
Definition. ip‑i (ch(d(n*(Eo), ･････‑, ff'ì(E,.), a(Do), ･･･‑･･, o(D.‑i)) is called the chern

character of {l"(E,), D,} and denoted by ch ({l"(E,), D,}).

Pefinition. Setting
ei ‑‑ Di÷1 Di,
tve call ei the cztrvature form of {F<Ei),Di}.

Note. Since a@i) is equal to O, we get
deg. (ei) s deg. (Di> + deg. (Di‑i> ‑ 1.

If {T(Ei),Di} is an elliptic semi‑complex over a compact oriented manifold
and each Ei i's an Hermitian vector bundle, then we can define inner product on

each r(Ei) and by this inner product, each r(Ei) becomes a pre‑Hilbert･ space.

The completion of this pre‑Hilbert space is denoted by i(Ei). We denote the
weak extensian of Di to IN'i(Ei) by Di, tool In this case, the adjoint operators of

Di and ei are denoted by Di" and ei'k. Then we get
Theorem 1. Let {[i(Ei),Di} be an elliPtic semi‑comPlex over a comPact oriented
manifbld. We assume that ei is a matrix and ranle @i(x)) does not dePend on x, xc
X, the manifold on which {l‑(E,),D,} is daj7ned, for each i. Then the sequence

D, P,D, ‑L P,D,

i(Eo)‑‑‑‑>fi(EDo(eei(Eo)) >''''''

P,nDm‑i LL

･･･ ‑‑> (O.‑2rN(E.‑2)),

'

± becomes an elliPtic comPlex
zvhere Pi is the Prol'ection from i(Ei) to (ei‑2IfY(Ei‑2)),
if and only if
deg. (Di+Pi' ‑ ei"Di.i) :f{: max. (deg. (Di + i), deg. (Di‑i)) ‑ 1,

'

is hold for each i.

Next, define the map D+D'ì:Xi(E2P) ‑). IX fi(E2P+i) by
,

P20 P20
(D+D*)(=u2P) == Z (D,pz{2P + D,p*u2P. )

pp
Then the adjoint (D + D*)" of D+D'ts is given by

'

(D + D*)* (Xu2P+1) = = (D2p+lu2P+1 + D2p+1*u2P+1).

pp

Hence we may denote D+D' instead of (D+D")*. By the exactness of the

symbol sequence

a(Do) o(Di) o(D.‑i)

O ‑> rt"(Eo) ‑‑> n"(Ei) ‑‑> ･･････ > z"(E.) ‑ib･ O,

D+D" is elliptic in the sence of Atiyah‑Singer. We also set
D = DD* + D*D, ([I]ztP =:: Dp.iDp"uP + Dp+]*DpuP),

o = (D÷D*) (D + D*) == [] +e+ e*.

Then we get
rc.(ch({f'(Ei, Di)}TR<X)) == the analytic index of D + D*,
1̀"(E) == [I] ,iX(E) + ker. [], ker. [I] = {u 1 Dzt == D"u = O}.

Moreover, although we can not obtain usual orthogonal decomposition theo‑
rem, we can prove the following orthogonal decomposition theorem.

Theorem 2. For each P, we can set
rN(Ep) == Dp.iker. ep7i O Dp+i"ker. Op+!' O
O Dp‑ii(Eprmi) n Dp+i"i(Ep+,) e ker. [] n i(Ep),
where e nzeans the direct sum and the sPaces in the right hand side are orthogonal
each other.

In usual differential geometry, the relation

De = o,
is called the Bianchi identity. (It is known that the Bianchi identity is true if the

connection, by which D is determined, is torsionless. [6]). Therefore we define
Definition. An elliPtic semi‑comPlex {r(Ei)Di}, is called a Bianchi semi‑comPlex
if

Di+2ei = ei+IDi = o,
for all i.

For a Bianchi semi‑complex, we have the following theorems.
Theorem 3. if {T(Ei), Di} is a Bianchi semi‑comPlex over a comPact oriented
manifold and each Ei is an Hermitian vector bundle, then
i(Ep) = eprm2TN(Ep"2) O Dp‑ilcer. epuni rN ker. ep" O

e Op.2*i(Ep.,) e Dp.,* ker. ep.,*i ker. ep O
O Dp‑ii(Ep‑i) fi Dp+i" TN(Ep+i) e ker. [] n rN(Ep)
holds for each P. Here the sPaces in the right hand side are orthogonal each other.

Theorern 4. 11/ {l'(Ei),Di} is a Bianchi semi‑comPlex over a comPact oriented
manifold and each Ei is an Hermiti.an vector bundle, then
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(i). Otc ‑‑ O if and onlN if (D + D")" = O.
(ii). 11f zt is orthogonal lo ker.M and Ou =:= O, then

u =: ev + e*w.
Note. (i) is true although {r(Ei),Di} is not a Bianchi semi‑complex.

Note. (ii) is the global property of the operators D and O. As the local
property of operators D and O, we have the following
Theorem 5'. If each ei is a matrix and either of [] or O has the Green jun‑
ctio' n

g(x, .itv) locally, and

SB(r, .) l g(X, g)1 de f{ f(r),

B(r, a) = {e i 1 e ‑ a 1 < r}, f(r) is continuous (Positive increasing)

fttnction in r and lim. f(r) == O,

r‑>O
then there is a 1 to 1 corresPondence between the set of germs of solutions of
[II]ec==O and the set of germs of solutions of Ou :=:O. .Mbreover, if Gec==
Sg(x, 6)u(g)d6 is the Green oPerator of [], then this corresPondence is given by

{t2 1 I]u = O})z2 ‑>‑ P(u)E{Dl ov ::= O},

z2 is the germ of u,
P(u)=Z L,(u), Ib(u) =‑ u, I.(u) ‑ G(e(e + e")L,‑i(u)).

n)O
e= 1 on B(r,a), e=O outside of B(s,a), (s>r), oseg1. s dePends

' on za.
The purpose o･f this paper is to give the proofs these theorems. (Since the
proof of theorem 5' is quite similar to that of theorem 5 which is proved in g 7,

we do not give the proof of theorem 5'). Although we do not know more refined
anRouncements about elliptic semi‑complexes, we treat the semi‑complex

DD

r(E) >r(EopT*) I](EXA2T*),
over a compact oriented surface in the last paragraph. It suggests us that there

would be exist some analogy between the solutions of Ou=O and holomorphic
sections Qf some holomorphic bundle derived by E.
Added in Proof Prof. Kohara remarked to the authour that the solutions of
the equation (19) of g7 are called pseudoanalytic functions of the first kind and
their properties have been studied by Bers. (Bers, L. : Theorpt of Pseztdo‑analytic

fttnctions. 1953, New York Univ.. see also Courant, R. ‑Hilbert, D. : Methods of

Mathematical Physics, II. New York, 1961. p.374. Theorem 5 of g7 is essenti‑

ally proved at p. 378 o‑f Courant‑HilberVs book).

ss 1. Proof of theorem 1.

We assume that each E･ is an Hermitian vector bundle and consider each
i

n;"

(Ei) is also an Hermitian vector bundle. First we remark that by the assumption

of the theorem, each ei defines a bundle map from Ei i'nto Ei+2. We denote this
bttndle map by ei too. Similar!y, the adjo･int operator ei'"' of ei also defines a

bundle map from Ei into Ei72. It ･is also denoted by ei"'. Then on T" (X), the
total space of the cotangent bundle of X, we have

o) T*(eE) == z:s(e)z*(E), z*(e*)･= (n*(e))*,
n*(E) = ker. ((n"(e))")Orr*(e)N"(E),
ker. ((z*(e))'ts) =: z*((eE)1),

where z;'(E) ;= XnS:(Ei), n"(e)(Xiui)=Xirr'k(ei)ui. '
We denote the projections from n"(E) onto ker. ((n'ts(e))') and from rr;ì(E) onto
n* (e)n"(E) by Pi and P2. Then the symbol a(PD) of the operator PD given by
PD : fi (E) ‑ (e fi (E))‑±,

'

i (E) = = i(E,), PD(= zt,) = = P,m,D,zt,,

ii
is given by P'a(D), because (ei(E))± = i((eE)t). Then the sequence

i P'a(D)

o ‑> pia(D)n*((eE)1) ‑ z*((eE)1) ‑
‑> piff(D)z*(@E)t) ‑> O,

where i i's the inclusion, is exact if and only if the relation

(2) a(D)z"(e")=n"(e")o(D),
holds. Since we know (2) is true if and only if

deg. (D@"‑@'D) g deg. (D)‑1,

we have the theorem.
Nete 1. The condition of the theorem is rewritten as follows:

(i). deg. (D"@‑ @D")g deg. (D") ‑ 1.

(ii). deg. ([I]D‑D[])Kdeg. (D)‑ 1. '
(ii)'. deg. ([]D" ‑ D'D) H< deg. (D") ‑ 1.

(iii). deg. (OD‑DO) "< deg. (D) ‑1 and
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deg. (OD' ‑ D"O) g deg. (D") ‑ 1.

Note 2. This theorem is meaningless in most of the cases. For example, if
{r(E,),Di} is a Bianchi semi‑complex, then each Di js a O‑map on ei‑2(Ei‑2). On
the other hand, if the theorem holds on this semi‑complex, then the sequence

a(D2) o(D3)

o ‑ fl*(e,E,) ‑‑‑‑> z*(e,E,) > ････‑･

a(Dnt‑i)
.･･.･･‑ z*(e.,‑2E,.‑2)‑÷O,

must be exact. Hence each ei should be equal to O in this case. This shows
{r(Ei),Di} is an elliptic complex.

g2. Proof of theorem,2.
In the rest of this paper, we often denote Du, etc., instead of Dpu, etc..

We also assume that {T(Ei),Di} is defined on a compact oriented manifold
Xand each Ei is am Hermitian vector bundle. Then the operator D is self
adjoint by its definition. Hence we get

(3) rN(E,) ‑= [] fi(E,) + ker. []ni(E,),
ker. [] == {u 1 Du = D"u = O},

for each P. Moreover, we get

DD"i(Ep) = DTN(Ep‑i), D"Di(Ep) = D"i(Ep+D,

because we know
(4) rN(Eg) = Di(Egmi) + ker. D' == D"'i(E4+i) + ker. D.
If u = DvEDrN(EpHi) is orthogonal to D;klN"(Ep+i), then ev = O because (Dv, D'ìw)

:= (0v, w) andw is arbitrary. Therefore we have theorem 2. '
As the corollary of this theorem, we have the following
Lemma 1. Ilf Du = O and u is orthogonal to ker. [], then zve can write

u=Dv
Proof. By (4), we get

(4)t DD'itzt lO ijC' D*zt / O.
Therefore Du=O implies uED ker. e. Hence we obtain the lemma.
Lemma 1'. 11f D"zt =O and u is orthogonal to ker. I], then tve can zvrite

" = D'tsv.
Note. If {r(Ei), Di} is an elliptic complex, then theorem 2 is a corollary of

the orthogonal decomposition theorem. (i. e. ker. 0 == ker. 0:"=fi(E) andDfi(E)U

D"i(E)=O in this case.)

g3. Proof of theorem 3.
Since {P(Ei), Di} is a Bianchi semi‑complex, DO is equal to O. Hence we
have

D ker. eDei(E),
Then as we know
(u, ev) = (e*zt, v),

we obtain
Dker. eD(@rN(E))1 == Dker. 0nker. e'".
This pr,oves theorem 3.

As the croollary of this theorem, we have the following
Theorem 3'. 11f r(Ei), Di is a Bianchi semi‑comPlex over a comPact oriented
manifold and each Ei is an Hermitian vector bundle, then

(5) i(Ep) = ep‑2i(Ep‑2)OOp+2"i(Ep+2)O
Oker. 0pnker. @p".
Proof. Since we know

(6) i,(Ep)= ep.2i(Ep‑,)eker. 0p*
== ep+2*rN(Ep+2)eker. ep,
we .obtain

ker. ep = epm2icEpm2)ODp‑iker. 0p‑inker. @p"e
ODp+i'a'̀ker. ep+i' nker. epO
ODp‑ii(Ep‑i) fi Dp+i" fi (Ep+i)Oker. [] n rN(Ep),

ker. @p' == Dp‑iker. ep‑inker. ep'OOp+2"rN(Ep+2)O

eDp+i*ker. ep+i*nker. 0pe
ODp‑ii(Ep‑i)nDp+i"i(Ep+i)eker. [I]n rN(Ep).
Therefore we get

ker. epnker. @p"
== Dpntiker. eb‑inl<er. 0p*ODp+i"ker. ep+i*nker. epe

ODp‑i TN(Ep‑i)nDp"" i(Ep+)Oker. [ ]n TN(Ep).
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This proves the theorem.
By (6), we also obtain
Lemma 2. e"e u and D'e u can not be equal to O ttnless e u is equvl to O.
Lemma 2'. 0e*u and D @*' u can not be equal to O unless @*u is equal to O.

Lemma 3. Uitder the same assumPtions of theorem 3, tve have the follotving
isomorPhisms.

@+e*)IN](E) ‑ eii(E)O@*iX(E),
ker. (ei@") == ker. @nker. 0".

Proof. By definition, (e + O") TN(E) is contained in ei(E)Oe"rN(E). On the

other hand, we get (e+e')TN(E)DerN(E) because we know erN(E)==ee"i(E).
Hence we have the first isomorphism, The second isomorphism follows from
theorem 3'.

g4. Preparations of the proof of theorem 4.
Since [] is an elliptic operator and X has no boundary under the assumptions
of theorem 4, it has the Green operator G. ([1],[8],[10]). By Rellich's theorem,
G is a compact Hermitian operator and maps []fi (E) isomorphically onto itself.

Moreover, since
deg. (e + e*) < deg. (D) < deg. ([]),

G(e+e'k) is also a compact operator. We set

F= G(O + 0*).
Lemma 4. uEZIN](E) becomes a ProPer vector of F belonging to a ProPer value
2 if and only if

‑lou + (e + e*)u = o.
Lemma 5. ker.F is eeual to leer.en leer. e:ge.

By lemma 5, we have

(7) I7i(E)‑F[] fi(E)‑ F(e + e*)i(E).
Lemma 6. [](e +e")rN(E) is equal to (e + e*)rN(E).

Proof. We denote the projections from [I]i(E) to (e+e")rN(E) and to
ker. en ker. e'n[I]i(E) by Pi and P2. Then since
(PiZPju, Pju) :=: (DPju, PiPj") == O, i >f j,

if []Pju=Pi[II]Pju, then Pju is equal to O because

([]u, u) = li Da "2+ 11 D"u [I2

lo AI<IRA AsADA
and ker. []fi[]Ir"(E) is egual to O. Here l1vI1 rneans the norm of v, Moreover,
since [I] is an isomorphism of [II]fi(E), we get

'

(Gu, u) == (v, []v)lO, if ulO (u ‑: []v),

for any erE[II],l='(E). Therefore if GP,u =P,GP,u, i:7!j, then P,zt is equal to O.

Hence we obtain

(8Y F"u=O if and only if uE ker. (en ker. (9"',
because e+ e' is an automorphism of (e + e*)TN(E). By (8)', we get

(8) . F"u=O if and only iLf Fpt=O for any n.

Similarly, weget . .'
(PiF‑2)"v=O if and only if v ==: Piu and (F‑2)"u =o,
for any n. in this case, v X O if u 4 O.

For any proper value R;O of F, we set
IL 2 ==2.vl‑ 1 S 1 atm2 l=e, crun'(I w ev7iF)‑idtv,

where eA is taken as follows :{It 1 l cr‑,a 1 E{ISa} contains no proper value of Fwhich

is different from R. (I is the identity map). Then by (8) and the theorem of
residue, we get

Xfp, A = I‑ P, = P,.
IeO
Then since F is a compact operator and

'

i);a'lr' =:= 2.vi‑‑‑‑i‑ S i..i =,A cr‑i(i ‑ ct‑tF;ls)‑idcr

'

= lir', A‑,
we have (cf. [7], p. 577 and p. 1119),

(9) =lv;k',z=Pi.

･ AkO

This shows F'"tt is equal toO if and only if uEker.enker, ew[]i" (E). But we

know
(10)' F"u == O if and only if u E G (ker. enker. e'i:n[] ,fi(E)),
because F'iC is given by
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F* = (e + e)*)G.

Hence we have

(10) P,GP, =‑ O.
'
Then since P2GPi==(PiGP2)", PzGPi is also equal to Q Therefore G maps
(e+e"')i(E) onto itsel￡ Hence we obtain the lemma.

g5. Proof of theorem 4.
Theorem 4'. 11f zt is a non‑zero ProPer vector belonging to a non‑zero ProPer
value of F, then u belongs in (e + e*)fi(E).

Proof. Since we know
'Fzc = 2u if and only if Fik"[]zt == R[]zt,

'

and if F"v=:2v, then v must belong in (e + e")i(E) because F"' = (e + e"')G, we

have the theorem by lemma 6.
Lemina 7. 0(e +e'k)u is equal to O if pnd only if (D+D"')(e + e*)zt is equal
to o.

Proof. Since o=:(D+D*>(D+D*), (D÷D*)(e+e*)u=o implies o(e+e*)u==o.
On the other hand, since D + D' is a self adjoint elliptic operator, (D + D*')

(D + D")v = O implies (D + D") v = O. Hence we have the lemma.

Note. As was remarked at introduction, this lemma is true for arbitrary
v Ei(E) and arbitrary elliptic semi‑complex {r(Ei), Di}, if it is defined over a
compact oriented manifold and each Ei i's an Hermitian vector bundle.

Proof of theprem 4. (i) follows from lemma 7. (ii) follows from lemma 4 and
theorem 4'.

Lemma 8. 11f {F(Ei), Di} is a Bianchi semt'‑comPlex over a comPact oriented
manifold and each Ei 'is an Hermitian vector bundle, then e)*v (resP. (eza) is
determined uniquely by ezt (resP. e"v) if (D + D;') (eu + e*v) is equal to o.

Proof. By assumption, We get

D*eu = ‑De*v.
Hence DO'ìv (resp. D'kev) is determined uniquely by D'eu (resp. De"v). Then
since D"0u and De"v are determined uniquely by ett and e'" v by ' lemmas 2 and

2', we have the lemma. '
i

g6. Graduation of ker. O.
We assume that {r(Ei), Di} is a Bianchi semi‑complex over a compact orie‑
nted manifold and each Ei i's an Hermitian vector bundle. Then by theorem 4,
we can set

(11) ker. O= ker. []O (ker. OA(e +e")TN (E)).
,･)
Since [] maps rN (Ep) into i(Ep), we can set

(12)' ker. [] == Xker. []Ai(Ep).
p)o
On .the other hand, ker. On(e+e")IN] (E) does not allow such graduation. But
settlng

(gu +e*v= X)pup+ Xep:kvp, up, vp Ei‑(Ep),

P>O P20
we have
(D + D") (eu + e*v)fii(E,)
== Dq+i*eq‑iug'i + Dq‑Pq+i*uq+i.

Therefore we obtain

(13) (D+D') (eu+O'v)=O if and only if
Dg+i*eq‑iug‑i+D4‑Pq+i'kug+i := O for each q.

We set
(14) ￡fg= {za 1 blE fi (E,), Du == D"u = O},
f g == {u +v1 zt Eeq+,",fi(Eg+2), vEegl'"(Eg), Du ‑y D*v= O}.

We note that Ye g is contained in ker. O because D"u == Dv =: O.

By (12)' and (13), we have
Theorem 6. 11f {r(Ei), Di} is a Bianchi semi‑cnmPlex over a comPact oriented
manifold and each Ei is an llermitian vector bzandle, then

in in‑2

(12) ker. o==Eft PO=frrp,
p==o p==o

zvhere= means direct sum and m is the length of {r(Ei), Di}.

Corollary 1. Under the same assumPtions, we have

'112
(15) m.(ch({r(Ei), Di})TR(X)) =:=
=(‑1)P(dim. X'"P+ dim. yr'P),

p=o
where TR(X) means the Todd class of the comPlexijication of the tangent bundle of
X. (cf. [4]).

Corollary 2. =}i=,(‑1)P(dim. , ¥fP+dim. 'YP) is equal to O i.f X is an odd dimen‑
sional manifold.
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Note. By lemma 8, the projectionfrom .Ei'"'Tf gto eq+2'tcrN<Eg+2) (resp. to eqfi(Eq))

is an isomorphism. Hence we get
(16) .Sd)i‑h q:t nq.S‑k q, (Lsek g lt Tg+2L;rtif7‑g),

where rcg is the projection from rN(E) to IfV(Eg). Moreover, we have
(16)t ffq+2 1N‑ q‑L rtg+2 rN q+ 2,

zq lrvg= o, p; q, q+ 2.

g7. An example.
Let E be an oriented vector bundle over an oriented surface, then taking a
connection e of E, we have the following sequence.

DD

(17) r(E)‑r(E(2)T*)‑T(EopA2T*),
where D = d + 0 is the covariant derivative of E derived from 0.
Since De = D3 maps T(E) into T(E(g)A3T*) = O, (17) is a Bianchi semi‑complex.

As we know
(D ÷ D")zt = O and u E r(EopT'ts) then Du =: D"u == O,

we need only to consider the equation

(18)' (D+D*)<uO+zt2) =:= o,
uOEI‑(E), u2El"(EopA2T:k).

Using local coordinates, we set
uO = L u2 == gdxiAdx2, 0 = 0idxi + 02dX2,

of

of

Df [== ( a., + 0if) dXi + (‑b., + e2f) dx2,
D*(gdxiAdx2) == ‑(8/‑‑.. + e2) gdxi + ( 60x{ + e)gdx2,
Then (18)' is rewritten as follows :

(ls) oO ,+o,f==oO ,+o,g, oO ,+o2f=‑‑oO‑,‑eig,
xf

xg

xf

or in another form,

ao

OIi' OI2 [2]‑[Z,il‑,12][g]･
ax2' oxl

xg

We note that, if E is a real vector bundle and tte, u2 are real cross‑sections,

then setting h=f+V‑lg, z== xitV‑lx2, (18) is rewritten as ･ '

ah T‑
(19) ‑ bl‑‑2(0i ‑V‑10,)h,
where Oh/az ::= 1/2(6h/Oxi ‑1/V‑10h/0x2), h=f‑V‑lg: But the equation (19) can
not be defined on X unless X is open or a compiex torus and E is locally flat.
In general, as for the the equation (18), we have the following
Theorem 5. There is a 1 to l corresPondence between the germ of the solutions
of (18) and the germ of the following tNPe functions.

̀2o' [Zl][Z]l'{91',I,lx9,l,

gi, g2 are the (vector valued) functions whose components are
harmonic functions.
Before proving the theorem, we note that setting

oo oo
oo oo
OX2' OXI '

T.. Oxl' Ox2 T,1,= oxl' ax2

OX2' OXI '
we get

...= o6Si2I oOx222j ",,.‑,,,O ,a.2,,,[i,i]= T"[:l]

(Zl) is the soiution of T(2i.)= o. we aiso prepare the foiiowing

Hence
Lemma 9. A solution of the equation
T(;i,)=‑(g,,',)

is given by
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(21) A == t. ! ., e (Xi (i, tr')gg3S6Il.(,X‑2 6‑,),g2)g2(e) d,idg‑‑,

fe =,1. ! .,‑(Xi(.‑, ii),g3"5).M(."f2ig5)i)gi(e) dg,dg',,

ijC gi, g2 are Ci‑class comPact carrier (vector valued) junctions.

This lemma follows from Poisson's formula. We set
(2) =:: T‑i(Z), (2) is given by (2i).

Then using polar coordinates, we have
Lemma lo. If car. gi and car. g2 are contained in
B(r, a) == {6 1 1 e‑a K r},

and
max･ ( 1 gi(e) 1, l g2(4) 1) g M,

6EB(r, a)
then we have

(22) max. (lfi(x) 1, lh(x)DE{{ Mr.
xeR2

Proof of theorem 5. We set

e:=(IIi ‑Z2,), 4‑=(Zi,),

where hi, h2 are given by (20). Since the problem is local, we may assume
car. ei U car. e2 cB(r, a), max.(1ei1, ]021) ff{IM

and

1
4

rM<‑.
Then, setting L,(0, Ih)==:T‑i (0L,.i(e, I6)), n>1, Ib(0, Ih)=Jh, the Peanoseries

'

･ P(e, I,) ‑rm =L,(e, Il,)
n>O
converges absolutely and uniformly on R2. Then by its definition, P(e, 4) satisfies

(18). Therefore we can define the map
P:{the set of germs of the solutions of Tf =: O}

. {the set of germs of the solutions of (18)},

by P(4) = P(e, 4), where f means the germ of f. Moreover, if we take
P(0, T‑'(g)) ‑= =L,(e, T'i(g)),

n20

then we have
T(P(0, T‑i(g)))+0P(e, TMi(g)) ‑: g,

l P(e, T‑i(g)) 1 <rAJ7(1‑4rM), if car. g ( B (r, a) and 1 g[ < N,
where . i f i means max. ( i fi 1, 1 f2 1 ). Hence if k = (2) satisfies (ls), then setting
To'i(g)==:P(0, T‑̀(gi), the Peano series

Pe(tu0, .lb) == =h,n(‑0, lb),

n)O
7b,o(‑0, lb) =r‑ lb, Io,n( ‑0, lb)= To‑i(‑elb̀n‑i(e, lb)),
satisfies

Pe(‑e, P(e, I,)) =‑ 4,
T(Pec ‑e, lh)) ‑= O,
if r is suMciently small. (i. e. if rfV/(1 ‑ 4rM)< 1/4). Henee we have the theorem.

Note. As was remarked at introduction, the proof of theorem 5' is quite
similar to the above proof, because the essential part of the above proof is the

estimate (22) which was assumed in theorem 5'.
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